FLAGS & FLAGGING

Stop/Slow Paddle with Handle

- Choose from these 18" paddles:
  - Plastic non-reflective
  - Metal ENG grade reflective
  - Metal high intensity reflective
- STOP on one side, SLOW on the other
  - or - STOP on BOTH sides

Vinyl Flag with Wood Handle

- 18" Vinyl flag with 27" round wood handle

PVC Stop/Slow Paddle with Handle

- Three-piece PVC handle extends to 90"
- STOP on one side, SLOW on the other

Barricade Tape

- Material: Woven Nylon
- Roll sizes: 3/4" x 150 ft.
- Colors: Red/White, Black/Yellow

Ribbon Flagging

- Material: PVC Vinyl
- Roll length: 300 ft. (fluorescent colors 150 ft.)
- Roll width: 3/4"
- Colors Regular: Orange, Yellow, Red, Blue, White & Green
- Colors Fluorescent: Yellow, Lime, Pink, Orange

Caution/Danger Tape

- Material: Polyethylene
- Roll sizes: 3" x 1000 ft. & 3" x 300 ft.

Stock Legends:
- CAUTION CAUTION – BT-5
- CAUTION CONSTRUCTION AREA – BT-7
- POLICE LINE DO NOT CROSS – BT-28
- CAUTION DO NOT ENTER – BT-8
- DANGER – BT-49
- Many more legends available

Pennant Flagging

- Material: Polyethylene
- Roll length: 60 ft.
- Colors: Red & Multi-color; Other colors available

Airport Flag

APF – A heavy nylon 36" x 36" flag made of alternating 12" x 12" orange and white squares. Heavy-duty stitching and reinforced pocket make for easy mounting. Required by FAA and OSHA for all construction equipment and contractor vehicles in airports.
(Use 60" or 72" wood handle)